
 
 

Meeting Minutes 
General PA Meeting -  May 19th, 2020 @ 7:30pm Zoom 

 
1. Principal's Report - provided by Ben Schott, Vice Principle  

- One of the important ongoing initiatives is trying to determine how to best track student 
engagement, currently 92% engagement from MSC Community. Devices and 
connectivity is nearly complete. Claire, Kerry and Ben have been meeting with Class 
Parents since remote learning began and have been and will continue to take in 
feedback from families until June 26th and continue to make changes as needed. 
Admin is exploring how to keep incorporating technology in school as we go forward 
and continue engaging with families.  

- Science Fair - maintain as much consistency for our children as possible, aiming to 
continue as many traditions as possible.  

- Second Step - social emotional learning session sharing how we can help each other 
and our children through this challenging time.  

- Summer School - DOE Summer School - students with 12 month programs will continue 
their virtual services. NYC opening up more summer school spaces than previous 
summers.  

- Live classes camera policy - school is being sensitive to families unique situations 
- Sept grading approach discussed and at the moment is following the DOE guidelines, 

but will interpret and adapt and seek family input into grading and assessments for 
2020/2021. 

- Middle School & K orientation will happen towards the end of the school year.  
- Discussed 

- Are teachers sharing best practices? Collaboration/team meetings to share 
learnings is helping improve overall remote learning? 

- Parents would ideally like to keep children together into next year. Can teachers 
loop as well to stay with the same class? There are labor relations challenges 
and grade level / license challenge.  

- How can we acknowledge rising 6th graders as in previous years? 
2. Budget Overview Summary shared. Of note, spending is frozen for the remainder of the year. 

By next meeting there will be a tentative budget knowing there will be another reassessed 
budget next year. Thanks to families as we nearly met our fundraising goal before we broke off 
for pandemic.  

3. MSC Science Fair - May 21st (live) 9:30-2:30pm 
4. Conversation with School Leadership - Second Step May 26th, 7:30pm (social emotional 

learning) 
5. June 16th next PA Meeting 
6. SLT Continuing during this time - Comprehensive Education Plan being worked on for next 

year.  
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